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Lesson 1

A
2.  Sarah and Julia are nurses. 

They’re in a cafeteria OR  
They are in a cafeteria

3.  Betty is a reporter. She’s in 
a helicopter OR She is in a 
helicopter

4.  Marvin is a soldier. He’s at the 
airport OR He is at the airport

5.  Jim and Alan are baseball 
players. They’re on a bench OR 
They are on a bench

B
2.  ’re not in my bag OR aren’t in 

my bag OR are not in my bag
3.  ’m not happy OR am not happy
4.  is at the theater
5.  are twins
6.  isn’t Chinese OR is not Chinese

C
2.  Johnny and Robert are in 

Seattle
3.  is the bathroom
4.  I’m not familiar OR I am not 

familiar
5.  Are you a photographer
6.  This necklace isn’t expensive 

OR This necklace is not 
expensive

D
2.  Is; in his room
3.  ’s busy OR is busy
4.  is at school; isn’t back from the 

library OR is not back from the 
library

5.  Are; hungry
6.  ’m OK OR am OK

Lesson 2

A
2.  is reading a book
3.  is holding a cup
4.  are riding bikes
5.  are moving a plant
6.  is cleaning the desk

7.  is fixing a photocopier
8.  are standing at the door

B 
2.  I’m not acting OR I am not 

acting
3.  I’m taking OR I am taking
4.  are you doing
5.  I’m teaching OR I am teaching
6.  Is he studying
7.  he’s not attending OR he 

isn’t attending OR he is not 
attending

8.  He’s learning OR He is learning

C
2.  I’m listening OR I am listening 
3.  Are they dating
4.  She’s not sleeping OR She isn’t 

sleeping OR She is not sleeping
5.  we’re not hiring OR we aren’t 

hiring OR we are not hiring
6.  Is Mom baking
7.  I’m not spending OR I am not 

spending
8.  The leaves are changing

Lesson 3

A
2.  see
3.  wake
4.  travels
5.  cost
6.  teaches
7. fixes
8. eat

B
2.  don’t have flowers OR do not 

have flowers
3.  doesn’t mix with water OR does 

not mix with water
4.  falls in the rainforest
5.  fly south in the winter

C
1.  I bring
2.  do you and your friends go
3.  Does this bus stop; It turns
4.  Does Jennifer enjoy

5.  do you spell
6.  Does Peter send; he calls

D
2.  usually helps
3.  often answers
4.  Does; like
5.  doesn’t talk OR does not talk 
6.  always meets

Lesson 4

A
2.  don’t agree 
3.  ’s planting 
4.  Does; have
5.  are; going
6.  doesn’t belong 
7.  isn’t lying 
8.  are having

B
2.  sounds
3.  Do; feel OR Are; feeling
4.  doesn’t taste 
5.  don’t smell 
6.  is tasting

C
2.  have → are having
3.  ◦
4.  tastes → is tasting
5.  ◦
6.  I’m not believing → I don’t 

believe
7.  is possessing → possesses
8.  ◦

D
2.  know
3.  look OR ’re looking 
4.  are; doing
5.  ’m searching 
6.  sounds

Lesson 5

A
2.  Do; bring
3.  Is; shopping
4.  runs

PRACTICE Answers
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5.  are singing
6.  Does; smoke
7.  freezes
8.  Are; looking

B
2.  ’m practicing 
3.  see
4.  ’s growing 
5.  ’re staying 
6.  plays

C
2.  are
3.  is being
4.  ’s 
5.  ’re being 
6.  ’m being 

D
2.  ’m watching 
3.  meet
4.  ’re taking 
5.  want
6.  ’m being

Lesson 6

A
2.  exercised at a gym
3.  got a haircut
4.  watched a movie
5.  went to a restaurant

B
2.  joined
3.  didn’t hear OR did not hear
4.  were
5.  didn’t swim OR did not swim
6.  wrote
7.  wasn’t OR was not

C
1.  Was it
2.  Were you; I arrived
3.  Did Roy play; he was
4.  I worked; did you leave

D
2.  was
3.  met; fell
4.  didn’t give up OR did not give 

up
5.  got
6.  live; visit

Lesson 7

A
2.  was attending
3.  was holding
4.  wasn’t giving OR was not giving
5.  were sitting
6.  was talking
7.  was looking
8.  weren’t eating OR were not 

eating

B
2.  weren’t wearing OR were not 

wearing
3.  wasn’t paying OR was not 

paying
4.  were; carrying
5.  was arguing
6.  Was; hiding

C
1.  He was meeting
2.  Were you driving; I was going
3.  You weren’t exercising OR 

You were not exercising; I was 
walking

4.  Did you know; We were
5.  did you turn; Were you 

watching
6.  Did you show; They liked

D
2.  was reading
3.  came; wanted
4.  didn’t hear 
5.  was listening
6.  were sleeping

Lesson 8

A
2.  jumped; was swimming
3.  paid; left
4.  lost; was jogging
5.  landed; got
6.  was snowing; went

B
2.  got; was cooking
3.  was preparing; put
4.  was sleeping; went
5.  was ringing
6. had

C
2.  while I was giving my 

presentation
3.  when the rain stopped
4.  While I was parking
5.  while we were watching TV
6.  When Maria woke up
7.  when his computer shut down
8.  When the child dropped the 

glass

Lesson 9

A
2.  didn’t use to wear 
3.  used to be
4.  didn’t use to grow

B
2.  Did; use to drink
3.  didn’t use to have 
4.  used to bake
5.  Did; use to be
6.  didn’t use to check 
7.  used to belong

C
2.  ’m used to running 
3.  used to be
4.  ’m used to taking 
5.  used to ski

D
2.  used to spend
3.  costs
4.  have
5.  used to take
6.  miss
7.  need

Lesson 10

A
2.  Has; worked
3.  ’ve not visited OR haven’t 

visited OR have not visited
4.  have made
5.  hasn’t checked OR has not 

checked
6.  have; had

B
2.  ’ve not brushed my hair since 

last week OR haven’t brushed 
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my hair since last week OR have 
not brushed my hair since last 
week

3.  ’s taught here since last 
semester OR has taught here 
since last semester

4.  ’ve not done the laundry for 
a month OR haven’t done the 
laundry for a month OR have 
not done the laundry for a 
month

5.  hasn’t come for 30 minutes OR 
has not come for 30 minutes

6.  ’s driven that car since 1995 OR 
has driven that car since 1995

C
1.  has become
2.  ’ve not gone OR haven’t gone 

OR have not gone
3.  have been; was
4.  ’s sold OR has sold
5.  ’ve not listened OR haven’t 

listened OR have not listened; 
broke

D
2.  hasn’t smoked since he got 

married OR has not smoked 
since he got married

3.  ’ve met many people since 
we moved to LA OR have met 
many people since we moved 
to LA

4.  haven’t spoken since they 
had an argument OR have 
not spoken since they had an 
argument

Lesson 11

A
2.  hasn’t lived
3.  Have; listened
4.  haven’t used 
5.  ’s received 
6.  Has; given

B
2.  I’ve (never) broken a bone 
3.  I’ve (never) tried scuba diving 
4.  I’ve (never) made bread at 

home 
5.  Have you ever studied Chinese

6.  Have you ever broken a bone
7.  Have you ever tried scuba 

diving
8.  Have you ever made bread at 

home

C
2.  ’s gone 
3.  Have; been 
4.  Have; gone
5.  ’s been

D
2.  Have you ever done
3.  I’ve volunteered 
4.  I’ve been to Africa once 
5.  I’ve ever had 
6.  I’ve never thought 

Lesson 12

A
2.  Has; lost
3.  woke
4.  visited
5.  Did; paint
6.  has wanted
7.  have; played
8.  did; go

B
2.  Have you chosen a wedding 

dress yet OR Did you choose a 
wedding dress yet

3.  I bought
4.  Have you already found a place 

OR Did you already find a place 
5.  We’ve just made reservations 

OR We just made reservations 

C
2.  exercised → have exercised
3.  ◦
4.  didn’t smoke → hasn’t smoked 
5.  ◦
6.  Have you gone → Did you go

D
2.  were
3.  have; worked
4.  started
5.  haven’t told OR didn’t tell 

Lesson 13

A
2.  have been listening to
3.  has been cleaning the windows
4.  has been painting a picture
5.  has been sitting 
6.  have been running

B
2.  She’s been cooking dinner 

since 5 o’clock OR She has been 
cooking dinner since 5 o’clock

3.  They’ve been building a bridge 
for six months OR They have 
been building a bridge for six 
months

4.  They’ve been playing tennis 
since noon OR They have been 
playing tennis since noon

5.  He’s been using his laptop for 
an hour OR He has been using 
his laptop for an hour

C
2.  ’ve been climbing OR have 

been climbing
3.  ’s been sleeping OR has been 

sleeping
4.  ’s been swimming OR has been 

swimming
5.  ’ve been packing OR have been 

packing

D
2.  How long have you been 

watching
3.  Where has John been staying
4.  Have you been enjoying
5.  How long has Lucy been 

planning

Lesson 14

A
2.  ’s driven 90 miles
3.  ’ve baked eight muffins
4.  ’s picked a basket of oranges
5.  ’s had three cups of coffee

B
2.  ’s been keeping a diary since 

she was 10
3.  have been sleeping for an hour
4.  ’s been wearing glasses for five 
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years
5.  have been renovating the 

house since May

C
2.  I’ve called her
3.  I’ve read this book
4.  It’s sold OR It’s been selling
5.  Sandra has spent OR Sandra 

has been spending
6.  Sue has visited 
7.  Ken and Mark haven’t worked 

OR Ken and Mark haven’t been 
working 

8.   They’ve had
9.  have you gone out for drinks
10.  have you been designing 

clothes

Lesson 15

A
2.  had broken the lamp
3.  had gone to bed
4.  had left a note
5.  had eaten all the cookies

B
2.  ’d not seen OR hadn’t seen OR 

had not seen
3.  had ordered
4.  ’d not expected OR hadn’t 

expected OR had not expected
5.  hadn’t opened OR had not 

opened
6.  ’d practiced OR had practiced

C
2.  had answered
3.  ’d saved OR had saved
4. watched
5.  reached
6.  ’d gone OR had gone

D
2.  arrived; had already left
3.  got; ’d already gone OR had 

already gone
4.  did; get
5.   drank OR ’d drunk OR had 

drunk

Lesson 16

A
2.  will call
3.  Will; be
4.  won’t hurt OR will not hurt
5.  will have
6.  will; arrive
7.  ’ll help OR will help
8.  won’t buy OR will not buy

B
2.  won’t play OR will not play
3.  won’t eat OR will not eat
4.  ’ll explain OR will explain

C
2.  I (don’t) think I’ll get a haircut 

next week 
3.  I (don’t) think I’ll see a movie 

next weekend 
4.  I (don’t) think I’ll travel abroad 

next year 
5.  I (don’t) think I’ll go to the 

beach next summer 

D
2.  I’m sure you’ll become OR I’m 

sure you will become
3.  Will you take
4.  I guess I’ll study OR I guess I will 

study
5.  You won’t be OR You will not be
6.  I’ll think OR I will think

Lesson 17

A
2.  are going to fall into the box
3.  ’s going to sleep on the sofa
4.  ’re going to wash the dog
5.  is going to melt

B
2. ’ll help OR ’s going to help
3.  ’s going to have 
4.  ’ll find OR ’re going to find
5.  ’ll learn OR ’m going to learn
6.  ’re going to complete

C
2.  He’s going to visit
3.  I’ll be
4.  I won’t order
5.  She’s not going to be

D
2.  were going to give
3.  was going to attend
4.  were going to wait

Lesson 18

A
2.  They’re meeting
3.  She’s opening a bakery
4.  He’s running in a marathon
5.  They’re getting married

B
2.  arrives at 11:40 a.m.
3.  starts at 7:00
4.  departs on February 5
5.  play on Thursday

C
2.  The class begins
3.  she’s not joining
4.  does the musical end
5.  Alex and I are going
6.  The bus doesn’t leave

D
2.  is about to close
3.  ’m about to check
4.  is about to break
5. are about to announce

Lesson 19

A
2.  ’ll be packing
3.  ’ll be painting the new house
4.  ’ll be buying some furniture
5.  ’ll be moving into the new 

house 

B
2.  won’t remember 
3.  Will; be sleeping
4.  ’ll go 
5.  ’ll be preparing 
6.  won’t be attending 
7.  Will; show
8  will be playing

C
2.  won’t be coming
3.  ’ll be volunteering
4.  will; be staying
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D
2.  I won’t be going
3.  will you be doing
4.  I’ll be having
5.  I won’t be doing
6.  I’ll be waiting

Lesson 20

A
2.  will have saved
3.  will have produced
4.  will have dropped
5.  will have lost

B
1.  finds
2.  won’t have finished
3.  ’ll have melted; get
4. reach; ’ll have walked
5.  won’t have read; return
6.  ’ll have waited

C
2.  Will; pass
3.  ’ll call
4.  ’ll have cleaned
5.  will have lived
6.  ’ll pay

D
2.  I’ll have completed college
3.  I’ll have directed several movies
4.  I’ll have won a big award

Lesson 21

A
2.  When I move to New York City
3.  when he gets a bonus next 

month
4.  when Lisa and Jake feel hungry
5.  When Mr. Harris retires next 

year

B
1.  make
2.  don’t pay; will charge
3.  travel; ’ll study
4.  ’ll be; doesn’t come 
5.  buys; ’ll give 
6.  won’t start; arrive
7.  Will; become; receives

C
2.  ◦
3.  won’t be using → isn’t using
4.  ◦
5.  will return → returns
6.  will have completed → have 

completed 

D
1.  leave
2.  fixes; ’ll pick 
3.  Will; stop; go
4.  have; will; do 
5.  ’ll ask; comes

Lesson 22

A
2.  can’t reach
3.  Can; do
4.  can play
5.  Can; pay
6.  can’t eat

B
2.  I could type
3.  they couldn’t get
4.  I can’t run
5.  he can throw
6.  Josh can’t afford
7.  You could read
8.  Kelly couldn’t ski

C
2.  was able to
3.  couldn’t OR weren’t able to
4.  were able to
5.  couldn’t OR wasn’t able to
6.  could OR was able to

D
2.  can OR ’m able to speak
3.  been able to learn
4.  couldn’t understand OR wasn’t 

able to understand
5.  be able to sing

Lesson 23

A
2.  couldn’t see
3.  could have
4.  could tell
5.  couldn’t join

6.  could be

B
2.  couldn’t fly
3.  couldn’t have done
4.  couldn’t know
5.  couldn’t have written
6.  couldn’t have gotten
7.  couldn’t eat
8.  couldn’t have arrived

C
2.  We could have visited the Great 

Wall
3.  Bill and Helen could have sold 

their old car
4.  You could have gone shopping 

with me

D
2.  could have dropped
3.  couldn’t have done
4.  could belong

Lesson 24

A
2.  She might not help Jo with her 

presentation
3.  He might not buy that shirt
4.  The package might arrive today
5.  She might not go to the festival 

next week
6.  They might have dinner with 

Tom

B
2.  might know
3.  might not wear
4.  might not have heard
5.  might have ordered
6.  might not attend
7.  might have missed
8.  might not have left

C
2.  might not have felt
3.  couldn’t be
4.  couldn’t have
5.  might not provide
6.  couldn’t have begun
7.  might not work
8.  might not have woken
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Lesson 25

A
2.  must not cook
3.  must know
4.  must play
5.  must not be
6.  must have

B
2.  must have gotten
3.  must enjoy
4.  must exercise
5.  must have come
6.  must have drunk

C
2.  She must not like chicken
3.  He must not have slept enough 
4.  They must have learned Italian 

there
5.  She must not be married
6.  He must have ridden it to 

school

D
2.  must not
3.  might
4.  might not
5.  must
6.  must not

Lesson 26

A
2.  must not touch
3.  must wear
4.  must show
5.  must not drive
6.  must take

B
2.  She doesn’t have to take
3.  Do we have to work
4.  Does the mayor have to give
5.  You don’t have to walk
6.  He has to pass 

C
2.  don’t have to bring
3.  must not fish
4.  don’t have to carry
5.  don’t have to pay
6.  must not feed

D
2.  have to teach
3.  didn’t have to apologize
4.  must tell OR have to tell
5.  had to move
6.  Did; have to revise
7.  didn’t have to sleep
8.  must hire OR have to hire

Lesson 27

A
2.  shouldn’t worry
3.  shouldn’t give
4.  should listen
5.  should leave
6.  shouldn’t open

B
2.  should I meet
3.  should I hang
4.  should I order
5.  Should I throw
6.  should I plan

C
2.  Jack shouldn’t have played
3.  I should have asked you first
4. We should have helped her
5.   She shouldn’t have sold it
6.  you shouldn’t have scared your 

little sister
7.  You should have come with us

D
2.  shouldn’t have eaten
3.  shouldn’t have ordered
4.  should take
5.  shouldn’t have stopped
6.  shouldn’t be

Lesson 28

A
2.  ’d better stay away OR had 

better stay away
3.  ’d better slow down OR had 

better slow down
4.  ’d better close the window OR 

had better close the window
5.  ’d better keep quiet here OR 

had better keep quiet here
6.  ’d better wash your hands OR 

had better wash your hands

B
2.  ’d better sweep
3.  ’d better not play
4.  ’d better register
5.  ’d better not arrive
6.  ’d better not forget
7.  ’d better turn
8.  ’d better not quit

C
2.  We’d better not go outside OR 

We had better not go outside 
3.  We’d better put the vase on the 

top shelf OR We had better put 
the vase on the top shelf

4.  You’d better not miss the 
deadline OR You had better not 
miss the deadline

5.  You’d better not spend a lot 
of money this month OR You 
had better not spend a lot of 
money this month

Lesson 29

A
2.  When will you return home
3.  Has Jenny sent the documents
4.  Does your neighbor have
5.  Are your friends graduating
6.  Where have you traveled
7.  Who did Sarah visit

B
2.  Whose idea
3.  What languages
4.  How often
5.  Whose car
6.  how much

C
2.  What is he apologizing for
3.  What is she hiding from
4.  What are they laughing at
5.  What are you reaching for
6.  What are they arguing about

D
2.  What is your roommate like
3.  What was your first date like
4.  What was the cake for
5.  What is this big bowl for
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Lesson 30

A
2.  Who did Craig tell the secret
3.  Who beat the Bears
4.  Who did the Owls beat

B
2.  Who is going to visit Jane
3.  What happened downtown
4.  What will Tim order for lunch
5.  What keeps dropping from the 

ceiling
6.  Who have the police arrested
7.  What did Erica print for the 

meeting
8.  Who called this morning

C
2.  Who invited you
3.  How many people are coming
4.  What should I give her
5.  Which will she like

Lesson 31

A
2.  why she looks worried
3.  where I can buy that laptop
4.  who that singer is

B
2.  what was in Lucy’s backpack
3.  how the thief got into
4.  who left this file
5.  where you stayed in LA
6.  which sandwich Laura wanted

C
2.  if/whether these shoes are on 

sale
3.  if/whether I told you about the 

art exhibit
4.  if/whether someone is sitting 

here
5.  if/whether the bus to Oak Park 

stops here

D
2.  Do you know what it is called
3.  I don’t know if/whether I 

should believe her
4.  Can you tell me when my suit 

will be ready
5.  I don’t remember if/whether it 

was a dog or a cat
6.  I wonder who Christine called

Lesson 32

A
2.  shouldn’t we
3.  can you
4.  haven’t you
5.  do you

B
2.  You can’t take me to the 

concert, can you
3.  Melissa rides her bike to work, 

doesn’t she
4.  Chad is going on a business 

trip, isn’t he
5.  We haven’t gone hiking 

together, have we

C
2.  Wasn’t Lucas waiting for his 

sister at the airport
3.  Don’t I look good in blue jeans
4.  Didn’t Melanie leave for work 

yet
5.  Won’t we have fun at the beach
6.  Hasn’t Roger had a girlfriend 

before

D
2.  No
3.  No
4.  Yes
5.  No
6.  Yes

Lesson 33

A
2.  The juice was spilled
3.  The onion was cut
4.  The windows were washed
5.  The letters were sent

B
2.  joined
3.  be canceled
4.  carry
5.  ’s known
6.  be cooked
7.  wears
8.  were included

C
2.  were being planted
3.  aren’t being used
4.  wasn’t being cleaned
5.  are being developed
6.  was being performed
7.  isn’t being helped
8.  were being printed

D
2.  North America had been 

discovered
3.  my purse had been taken
4.  it has been updated
5.  we’ve been introduced
6.  The ring had been sold
7.  It has been closed
8.  All of the things have been 

packed

Lesson 34

A
2.  is baked
3.  was caused by a tornado
4.  were delivered
5.  are prepared by Antonio Bruno
6.  was arrested

B
2.  photographers → by 

photographers
3.  was appeared → appeared
4.  ◦
5.  ◦
6.  isn’t belonged → doesn’t 

belong
7.  ◦
8.  delayed → were delayed

C
2.  is married OR got married
3.  was lost
4.  be done OR be finished
5.  be born

D
2.  got broken
3.  Did; get caught
4.  didn’t get hurt
5.  Did; get dressed
6.  didn’t get fired
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Lesson 35

A
2.  was given some medicine
3.  were given cards
4.  was given a good grade
5.  were given some cookies
6.  was given a package
7.  were given balloons
8.  was given a gold medal

B
2.  I was paid $50 (by Bob)
3.  Money is lent to foreign 

residents
4.  Visitors will be shown the 

gardens (by Ms. Sanders)
5.  The story was told to his 

grandchildren
6.  We were offered a discount
7.  Students are taught yoga
8.  Some questions will be asked to 

the movie star (by the reporter)

C
2.  will be paid to the driver
3.  must be shown passports
4.  are taught manners by their 

parents
5.  was sent to the girl by Ned

Lesson 36

A
2.  Sharing a room
3.  Cooking a meal at home
4.  Finding a job
5.  Parking on this road
6.  Seeing the singer on stage

B
2.  Drinking coffee is
3.  Sitting close to the TV leads
4.  Eating fruit doesn’t affect
5.  Wearing a hat causes

C
2.  Taking care of children; 

requires
3.  Reviewing the article again; 

doesn’t seem
4.  Becoming a famous actress; is
5.  Riding an elephant; doesn’t 

sound
6.  Speaking in front of people; 

doesn’t make

D
2.  It’s comfortable to sleep on a 

sofa OR It’s uncomfortable to 
sleep on a sofa

3.  It’s necessary to have a cell 
phone OR It’s unnecessary to 
have a cell phone

4.  It’s convenient to take the bus 
OR It’s inconvenient to take the 
bus

5.  It’s fun to watch movies alone 
OR It’s boring to watch movies 
alone

Lesson 37

A
2.  risk losing
3.  deny meeting
4.  keep walking
5.  finish eating
6.  suggest taking
7.  give up skating

B
2.  putting sugar in his coffee
3.  not locking the door
4.  studying Spanish 
5.  not going to Susie’s party

C
2.  living
3.  being photographed
4.  being taught
5. spending
6.  being injured

D
2.  read → reading
3.  ◦
4.  having rented → renting
5.  ◦
6.  carrying not → not carrying

Lesson 38

A
2.  to catch
3.  living
4.  moving
5.  to finish
6.  shopping

7.  to allow

B
2.  expected to arrive
3.  promised not to watch
4.  offered to share
5.  decided not to ride
6.  agreed not to hide
7.  intended to call

C
2.  to be built
3.  to provide
4.  to use
5.  to be recognized
6.  to be amazed

D
2.  to have fixed
3.  to be growing
4.  to have stopped
5.  to have changed
6.  to be listening

Lesson 39

A
2.  to quit
3.  working OR to work
4.  making
5.  to keep
6.  rising OR to rise

B
2.  remember going
3.  Remember to pick
4.  regret buying
5.  forget visiting
6.  regret to announce
7.  forget to pack

C
2.  tried to make an omelet
3.  tried to call Sarah
4.  try studying with a partner
5.  Try following the recipe
6.  try sending her a text message

D
2.  stop to check
3.  stop spending
4.  need signing 
5.  Stop changing
6.  need to take 
7.  need updating
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Lesson 40

A
2.  wants me to sell it to him
3.  wants me to take him
4.  want me to move back
5.  wants me to meet her

B
2.  told Cori to prepare for the 

presentation
3.  invited Kevin to go out for 

drinks tonight
4.  allowed Denise to go home 

early
5.  advised Jane to call the 

customer soon
6.  encouraged Steve to attend the 

seminar

C
2.  him joining
3.  it from spreading
4.  her saying
5.  them waiting
6.  us from taking
7.  me laughing

D
2.  to live
3.  them going
4.  to study
5.  her taking
6.  him to apologize
7.  playing
8.  us to do

Lesson 41

A
2.  He let her play outside
3.  She had him sign the form
4.  He made them wait in line
5.  She let him use her scissors

B
2.  made me fall
3.  get them to read
4.  get him to take
5.  had your eyes tested
6.  let Phil ride
7.  get a tooth pulled

C
2.  help us (to) solve

3.  help you (to) feel
4.  help me (to) bake

D
2.  listened to him speak
3.  saw her leave
4.  heard them call
5.  saw him finish
6.  felt it shake

Lesson 42

A
2.  went to the park to fly kites
3.  went to the hall to listen to the 

speech
4.  went to the restaurant to 

deliver groceries
5.  went to the bank to get some 

cash

B
2.  so that we won’t get hungry 

later
3.  so that I can look at the stars at 

night
4.  so that I wouldn’t forget
5.  so that you don’t injure yourself
6.  so that an old lady could sit 

there

C
2.  for a conference
3.  to enter the National Museum
4.  to wish her good luck
5.  for a hammer
6.  to help the environment
7.  for my cousin’s wedding
8.  for a drink

D
2.  letter to send
3.  dress to wear
4.  decision to make
5.  chance to listen
6.  movies to watch

Lesson 43

A
2.  Maria was sorry to miss the 

phone call
3.  I was relieved to find my credit 

card

4.  I was surprised to get so many 
presents for my birthday

5.  Don was glad to help his wife 
with the housework

B
2.  are (OR aren’t) difficult to learn
3.  is (OR isn’t) expensive to own
4.  is (OR isn’t) hard to get
5.  are (OR aren’t) easy to grow
7.  It is (OR isn’t) difficult to learn 

languages
8.  It is (OR isn’t) expensive to own 

a pet
9.  It is (OR isn’t) hard to get a 

good job
10.  It is (OR isn’t) easy to grow 

plants

C
2.  cheap for me to get 
3.  impossible for us to carry
4.  generous of him to lend
5.  dangerous for beginners to try
6.  selfish of Evan to eat

D
2.  happy to be
3.  difficult for you to get 
4.  hard for me to find
5.  relieved to hear
6.  nice of you to invite

Lesson 44

A
2.  who to date
3.  where to hang
4.  when to meet
5.  how to change

B
2.  where to put
3.  how to play
4.  when to come
5.  who to hire
6.  whether to join

C
2.  whose story to believe
3.  which book to read
4.  what color to paint the wall
5.  which way to go
6.  whose advice to follow
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D
2.  where to have
3.  who to invite
4.  whether to buy
5.  how to cook
6.  what to do

Lesson 45

A
2.  for cleaning
3.  without leaving
4.  at cooking
5.  by calling
6.  on making

B
2.  As a result of training
3.  in favor of changing
4.  In addition to offering
5.  in spite of having
6.  instead of celebrating

C
2.  ’s used to speaking
3.  object to staying
4.  when it comes to building
5.  looking forward to taking

D
2.  have → having
3.  ◦
4.  by ask → by asking
5.  start → starting
6.  ◦

Lesson 46

A
2.  felt like having
3.  Do you mind pushing
4.  was busy cleaning
5.  have difficulty understanding
6.  was worth reading

B
2.  spent a lot of money fixing my 

car
3.  is busy preparing for her 

presentation
4.  can’t help worrying about their 

children all the time
5.  has trouble/difficulty seeing 

without her glasses

C
2.  It took her three weeks to make
3.  It cost her $500 to buy 
4.  It took them two hours to 

watch
5.  It cost them $68 to see
6.  It cost him $25 to get

D
2.  can’t wait to leave
3.  can’t help feeling
4.  can’t help laughing
5.  can afford to stay
6.  can’t wait to meet

Lesson 47

A
2.  There’s a bicycle
3.  There are four birds
4.  There are three books
5.  There’s an umbrella
6.  There’s a calendar

B
2.  tourists
3.  a table
4.  air
5.  athletes
6.  rain
7.  an apartment
8.  novels

C
2.  movies look 
3.  juice contains
4.  museum displays
5.  cookies have
6.  delivery truck brings

D
2.  Music aren’t → Music isn’t
3.  baby → a baby
4.  A people → People
5.  ◦
6.  rices → rice
7.  ◦
8.  game → games
9.  This street have → This street 

has

Lesson 48

A
2.  an engineer
3.  ice
4.  a tie
5.  news
6.  an envelope
7.  politics
8.  a picture
9.  meat
10.  information

B
2.  three jars of jam
3.  a bar of soap
4.  A kilo of cheese
5.  two bottles of beer

C
2.  paper
3.  times
4. time
5.  lights
6. light
7.  glass
8. glasses
9.  a room
10. room
11. a hair
12. hair

Lesson 49

A
1.  earrings; bracelets; jewelry
2.  money; coins; pennies
3.  table; chairs; furniture
4.  mail; regular letters; postcards
5.  luggage; brown suitcase; 

backpacks

B
2.  words
3.  a suggestion
4.  Travel
5.  news
6.  a big meal

C
2.  work
3.  articles
4.  job
5.  trips
6.  scenery
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Lesson 50

A
1.  two pairs of pants
2.  a pair of sunglasses; two skirts
3.  four shirts; a pair of pants
4.  three caps; one skirt; three 

pairs of shorts

B
2.  Binoculars help
3.  My vocabulary improves
4.  The surroundings are
5.  Do these pants seem
6.  A museum ticket costs
7.  Pajamas feel
8.  Time is
9.  My son plays
10.  These shoes make
11. Personal belongings need
12.  Your steak smells

C
2.  Congratulation → 

Congratulations
3.  ◦
4.  is → are
5.  ◦
6.  hasn’t → haven’t
7.  a pair of glass → a pair of 

glasses
8.  a shorts → a pair of shorts OR 

shorts
9.  good → goods
10. ◦

Lesson 51

A
2.  a newspaper
3.  the dream
4.  The bike
5.  an umbrella
6.  the vase
7.  an old man
8.  a store

B
1.  the
2.  a; the; the
3.  an; the
4.  a; the
5.  the; the
6.  a; the

C
2.  a bathrooms → bathrooms
3.  A mayor → The mayor     
4.  ◦
5.  a sugar → sugar
6. ◦
7.  the idea → an idea

D
2.  a superhero
3.  a city
4.  a motorcycle
5.  an enemy
6.  the city
7.  the enemy

Lesson 52

A
2.  Muffins are great for breakfast 

or as a snack
3.  Garages provide space to park 

cars
4.  Cell phones help you keep in 

touch with friends
5.  Nouns are words for people, 

places, or things
6.  Sailors travel on ships

B
2.  -
3.  A
4.  The
5.  an
6.  -
7.  -
8.  a
9.  The
10.   the

C
2.  The blue whale OR Blue whales 
3.  the microscope OR 

microscopes
4. Bones
5.  the titles
6.   judges 

D
2.  The tomato is a vegetable 
3.  Todd is an excellent singer
4.  Judy is a lawyer in Florida
5.  This is an old desk
6.  The cactus is a tough plant

Lesson 53

A
2.  The TV uses a lot of electricity.
3.  In 2010, China had the largest 

population in the world.
4.  The sky is beautiful. There are 

so many stars.
5.  We go to the movies a lot. We 

enjoy it.
6.  I use the Internet everyday for 

research.
7.  Do you prefer listening to the 

radio or watching TV?
8.  “I hope the rain stops soon.”     

“I do too.”
9.  The government passed a new 

child protection law.
10.   Ronald and I went fishing in 

the ocean yesterday.

B
2.  the cinema
3.  books 
4.  Flour 
5.  The wind 
6.  the universe
7.  TV
8.  songs 

C
2.  April is the fourth month 
3.  Who is the oldest child 
4.  Brad’s Café serves the best 

coffee
5.  I’m the only person in my class
6.  Matthew has lived in the same 

house

D
2.  It is very important to save the 

environment. 
3.  The plants and animals living 

on the land and in the ocean 
need a clean environment, too. 

4.  Recycling is the first thing we 
can do. 

5.  The second thing is reducing 
pollution. 

6.  There are many ways to help, 
but the best way is to do 
something right now before it’s 
too late. 
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Lesson 54

A
2.  the sea
3.  home
4.  the theater
5.  bed
6.  the universe
7.  work
8.  the earth
9.  home
10.   bed

B
2.  Alex is at the school
3.  Tony and Bob are in jail
4.  Beth is at the church
5.  Lynn and Ray are at church

C
2.  Saturday
3.  dinner 
4.  home
5.  the winter OR winter
6.  the best party
7.  the Jacksons
8.  Mrs. Carson

Lesson 55

A
1. it
2.  I
3.  you; them
4.  you
5.  us
6.  they; me
7.  He
8.  her

B
2.  Her
3.  yours
4.  their
5.  our
6.  mine

C
2.  ◦
3.  Their → Theirs OR Their hotel
4.  is → are 
5.  mine briefcase → mine OR my 

briefcase
6.  a your date → your date
7.  were → was

8.  The ours → Ours

D
2.  We
3.  her
4.  us; your
5.  they
6.  Mine
7.  yours
8.  you

Lesson 56

A
2.  the owner of this truck 
3.  the director of that movie
4.  last night’s concert
5.  the ingredients of the food 
6.  A turtle’s shell 
7.  next month’s election
8.  the roof of the building

B
2.  Angela’s
3.  yesterday’s picnic
4.  Brazil’s president
5.  Ron’s
6.  the hairdresser’s 
7.  rabbit’s hair
8.  my neighbor’s

C
2.  one of his coworkers
3.  Some toys of my brother’s OR 

Some of my brother’s toys
4.  one of my goals
5.  some classmates of Rita’s OR 

some of Rita’s classmates
6.  a tradition of ours
7.  Some of their drinks
8.  A hobby of Melinda’s 

D
2.  the end of the show
3.  the magician’s name
4.  A friend of mine
5.  the manager of that theater

Lesson 57

A
2.  her
3.  yourself
4.  us

5.  themselves
6.  me
7.  himself
8.  yourselves

B
2.  Did; pack everything 

themselves
3.  didn’t bake this pie ourselves
4.  made them myself
5.  booked all of the tickets herself
6.  Did; fix the sink yourself

C
2.  see himself
3.  make yourself
4.  trust ourselves
5.  Behave yourselves
6.  help themselves 
7.  turn itself

D
2.  by yourself
3.  yourself
4.  yourself
5.  by yourself
6.  yourself

Lesson 58

A
2.  them
3.  ones
4.  They
5.  it
6.  one
7.  ones

B
2.  My blue one
3.  some wild ones
4.  a dry one 
5.  his best ones
6.  the wrong ones

C
2.  that expensive one
3.  these
4.  This brown one

D
2.  the gold ones
3.  the cozy one on the hill
4.  the big ones
5.  the spicy one with chicken
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6.  The ones near the entrance

Lesson 59

A
2.  some forms
3.  any wind
4.  some pills
5.  some time
6.  any children

B
2.  some apple juice
3.  any drugstores
4.  any candles
5.  some salt
6.  some suggestions

C
2.  something
3.  any
4.  some
5.  anyone OR anybody
6.  someone OR somebody
7.  some
8.  anywhere
9.  any
10.   somewhere
11.  anything
12.  any

D
2.  Any customer OR Any 

customers
3.  any items
4.  Some sofas
5.  any trouble
6.  any question OR any questions

Lesson 60

A
2.  any problem
3.  no mistakes
4.  any advice
5.  no snow
6.  no secrets
7.  no energy
8.  any alcohol

B
2.  This highway has no gas 

stations
3.  I didn’t plan anything for today

4.  Aaron didn’t do any homework 
all afternoon

5.  There was nobody at the gym 
this morning

6.  I went nowhere last night

C
2.  ◦
3.  Not any → No 
4.  isn’t nothing → is nothing OR 

isn’t anything 
5.  ◦
6.  no → none OR no movies 
7.  don’t know nobody → know 

nobody OR don’t know 
anybody

D
1.  any
2.  some
3.  none
4.  no
5.  some
6.  any
7.  no

Lesson 61

A
2.  All luggage
3.  every age group
4.  All paintings
5.  Every worker
6.  all schools

B
2.  Each chapter includes 
3.  Each piece of chocolate is 
4.  Each band member plays 
5.  Each can contains 

C
2.  all staff members get 
3.  Each guest receives
4.  every dish looks
5.  All bags need
6.  each seat turns
7.  Every neighborhood has
8.  all perfume smells

D
2.  No one OR Nobody
3.  Not everyone OR Not 

everybody 
4.  everywhere

5.  nothing
6.  nowhere 
7.  Not everything 

Lesson 62

A
2.  much work
3.  many clients
4.  Many birds
5.  much advice
6.  many magazines

B
2.  a lot of
3.  A lot
4.  much
5.  much OR a lot of
6.  a lot of
7.  a lot

C
2.  Few items
3.  a few friends
4.  a little salad
5.  little noise
6.  a few blocks
7.  a little soup
8.  few trains

D
2.  so many
3.  a lot of
4.  much
5.  little
6.  a little

Lesson 63

A
2.  None of the girls 
3.  Most of the players 
4.  Some of the main dishes
5.  None of the appetizers 
6.  All of the desserts 

B
2.  some of us
3.  a little of it
4.  any of you
5.  half of it
6.  Most of them
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C
2.  All fish live in water
3.  a little ice cream with my pie
4.  Most of us don’t know Jenny
5.  Some people don’t have a 

mobile phone
6.  a few of them made mistakes
7.  Half (of ) the cup is filled

D
2.  (of ) the snow; melts 
3.  of the bedrooms; has 
4.  of my friends; own 
5.  of their earrings; cost 
6.  (of ) his fridge; is  

Lesson 64

A
2.  either
3.  both
4.  Either
5.  Neither
6.  Both
7.  neither
8.  Either
9.  both
10.   neither

B
2.  either test
3.  Neither jacket
4.  either drawing
5.  Both cameras
6.  Neither girl
7.  either house
8.  both toys

C
2.  Neither of the subway lines; 

goes OR go
3.  Both of us; look
4.  Either of them; is OR are
5.  Neither suit; fits
6.  Both (of ) these flashlights; 

need
7.  Either event sounds
8.  neither of us; plays OR play

Lesson 65

A
2.  tastes sweet

3.  Large families
4.  wrong answer
5.  got dirty
6.  is true
7.  long hair
8.  sounds familiar
9.  looks fresh
10.   strong wind

B
2.  I wasn’t alone
3.  Is this the only train 
4.  I feel sorry 
5.  The Beatles became famous
6.  The hotel doesn’t have an 

outdoor pool
7.  The snake is alive
8.  The company’s main office 

moved
9.  I’m glad to meet you
10.     Tomorrow is an important day 

C
2.  beautiful pink roses
3.  large white table
4.  cute little puppies
5.  nice new gray suit

Lesson 66

A
2.  stolen
3.  sleeping
4.  barking
5.  signed
6.  renovated

B
2.  The boy climbing the tree
3.  All the songs performed by the 

band 
4.  the motorbike parked over 

there 
5.  The woman speaking right now
6.  the flowers growing in your 

garden

C
2.  used computer
3.  woman staring
4.  guided tour
5.  cheering crowd
6.  characters described 

D
2.  photo taken
3.  crying baby
4.  broken toy
5.  girl laughing

Lesson 67

A
1.  amazing
2.  disappointing; disappointed
3.  confusing; confused
4.  frightened; frightening

B
2.  tired; relaxing
3.  embarrassed
4.  boring
5.  puzzling; puzzled
6.  depressing
7.  shocking
8.  interesting; bored
9.  depressed
10.   excited; interested

C
2.  exciting
3.  surprising
4.  shocked
5.  disappointing
6.  satisfied

Lesson 68

A
2.  dramatically
3.  lazily
4.  kindly
5.  carefully
6.  responsibly

B
2.  completely normal
3.  church regularly
4.  totally differently
5.  really loud
6.  the window tightly
7.  the new mall surprisingly 

rapidly
8.  amazingly cheap

C
2.  closely the instructions → the 

instructions closely
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3.  absolute → absolutely 
4.  ◦
5.  smoothly relatively→ relatively 

smoothly 
6.  angry → angrily 
7.  gently the furniture → the 

furniture gently
8.  ◦

D
2.  immediately
3.  slightly
4.  patiently
5.  Hopefully

Lesson 69

A
2.  surprisingly strong
3.  getting hungry
4.  famous speakers
5.  extremely rapidly
6.  normally busy
7.  became popular
8.  open automatically

B
2.  acted bravely
3. smells sweet
4.   look sharp
5.  waited anxiously
6.  looked closely

C
2.  accurate
3.  incorrect; immediately
4.  glad
5.  shortly
6.  carefully

D
2.  deliciously → delicious  
3.  proper → properly 
4.  easily → easy      
5.  angrily → angry    
6.  extreme → extremely   
7.  ◦

Lesson 70

A
2.  long
3.  comfortably
4.  near

5.  early
6.  silent
7.  hardly
8.  high

B
1.  lately
2.  late
3.  nearly
4.  high
5.  immediately
6.  Surprisingly
7.  happily

C
2.  free
3.  good
4.  well
5.  freely
6.  well
7.  free

D
2.  ◦
3.  high → highly    
4.  longly → long     
5.  good → well     
6.  ◦
7.  lately → late 
8.  freely → free

Lesson 71

A
2.  left it there yesterday
3.  waiting for you downstairs
4.  have a doctor’s appointment 

tomorrow
5.  can meet you then
6.  move this sofa upstairs now
7.  sit outside today

B
<샘플 정답>

2.  I usually use public 
transportation OR I rarely use 
public transportation

3.  I always brush my teeth after 
meals OR I often brush my 
teeth after meals

4.  I sometimes go jogging in the 
morning OR I never go jogging 
in the morning

5.  I rarely travel to foreign 

countries OR I sometimes travel 
to foreign countries

6.  I always watch TV on weekends 
OR I never watch TV on 
weekends

C
2.  just arrived
3.  isn’t usually friendly
4.  has already gone to work
5.  can sometimes help a cold
6.  have hardly seen him lately
7.  don’t often go skiing in the 

winter
8.  always had to study a lot in 

college

D
2.  never used to go
3.  doing anything outside
4.  really hate
5.  should often exercise
6.  going to the mall tomorrow
7.  meet there then

Lesson 72

A
2.  too dirty
3.  enough milk
4.  high enough
5.  too slowly
6.  long enough
7.  too small
8.  enough beds

B
2.  comfortable enough
3.  too many mistakes
4.  cafefully enough
5. too much homework
6.   enough cash
7. too suddenly
8. way too short
9. enough games
10. far too early

C
2.  well enough for you
3.  enough time for me to go
4.  too dark to read
5.  enough sunlight to survive
6.  too loudly for us to have
7.  safe enough for you to walk
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8. too big for our living room

Lesson 73

A
2.  so much pain
3.  so different
4.  so often
5.  so many animals
6.  so funny

B
2.  such an old song
3.  so excited
4.  such polite children
5.  such a strange dream
6.  so well
7.  such great news
8.  so heavily

C
2.  such a hobby
3.  Such knowledge
4.  such accidents
5.  such an age

D
2.  I was so sick that I couldn’t go 

to work
3.  The service was so slow that we 

left the café
4.  It was such an impressive 

movie that people clapped at 
the end

5.  Michelle left so quickly that 
I didn’t have a chance to say 
goodbye

6.  Rudy has such great style that 
people dress like him

Lesson 74

A
2.  less difficult
3.  quieter OR more quiet
4.  hungrier
5.  less regularly
6.  more carefully
7. less painful
8. more surprised

B
2.  faster than our previous 

models

3.  fitter than ever before
4.  cooler than any other air 

conditioners
5.  more powerful than its 

competitors
6.  more easily than in other beds

C
2.  more customers than
3.  less clothes than
4.  more traffic than
5.  more children than
6.  less wine than

D
2.  less busier → less busy 
3.  ◦
4.  simple → simpler OR more 

simple
5.  many mistakes → more 

mistakes 
6.  ◦

Lesson 75

A
1.  much higher
2.  a bit bigger; even lighter
3.  far younger; much older
4.  a little farther OR a little 

further; a lot longer

B
2.  taller and taller
3.  more and more afraid 
4.  closer and closer
5.  more and more quickly 

C
2.  the more successful we will be
3.  the more valuable it becomes
4.  the faster they fall asleep
5.  the more carefully people 

invest

D
2.  The sweeter the better
3.  The scarier the better
4.  The more the better
5.  The easier the better

Lesson 76

A
2.  The most popular song
3.  the warmest day
4.  the most people
5.  the highest score

B
2.  more comfortably
3.  the earliest
4.  darker
5.  older
6.  most polluted
7.  least
8.  the saddest

C
2.  the shortest
3.  (the) closest
4.  (the) most frequently
5.  the politest OR the most polite
6.  The least common
7. (the) least often
8. the least heavy

D
2.  the most experience
3.  the least interest
4.  the least money
5.  the most votes
6.  the least phone calls

Lesson 77

A
2.  the quietest street in town OR 

the most quiet street in town
3.  the most relaxing holiday I’ve 

ever had
4.  the hardest of all materials
5.  the most honest person I know
6.  the most famous composer of 

the 18th century
7.   the healthiest student in our 

class
8.   the slowest of all
9.   the most ancient paintings in 

our museum
10.   the most expensive gift I’ve 

ever received

B
2.  by far the most loudly
3.  easily the biggest
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4.  by far the funniest
5.  easily the most dangerous

C
2.  the largest
3.  the second most expensive
4.  The newest
5.  the third oldest
6.  the second most

D
2.  one of the noisiest neighbors 
3.  one of the most boring 

meetings 
4.  one of the greatest artists 
5.  one of the most important jobs 

Lesson 78

A
2.  as often as Kevin
3.  as heavy as they look
4.  as famous as the others in the 

city
5.  as calmly as I could
6.  as badly as we had feared

B
2.  The Golden Gate Bridge isn’t as 

old as the Brooklyn Bridge
3.  The Brooklyn Bridge isn’t as 

wide as the Golden Gate Bridge
4.  The Golden Gate Bridge is 

longer than the Brooklyn 
Bridge

5.  The Brooklyn Bridge is older 
than the Golden Gate Bridge

6.  The Golden Gate Bridge is 
wider than the Brooklyn Bridge

C
2.  as many women as men
3.  as much cash as Ted
4.  as much light as my brother’s 

room
5.  as many seats as the new 

theater

D
3.  the same school as you
2.  the same time as her
4.  the same height as you
5.  the same day as yours
6.  the same city as them

Lesson 79

A
2.  just as important as
3.  nearly as terribly as
4.  almost as hungry as
5.  nearly as well as
6.  just as confused as

B
2.  twice as big as 
3.  three times as expensive as
4.  twice as long as 
5.  four times as fast as 
6.  three times as heavy as 

C
2.  as unique as possible
3.  as truthfully as possible
4.  as soon as you can
5.  as loudly as I can
6.  as often as he can

D
2.  As far as I remember, Donna 

is coming back from her trip 
tomorrow

3.  As far as I’m concerned, the red 
dress looks best

4.  As far as I know, Mr. Brown is in 
his office

Lesson 80

A
2.  at
3.  at
4.  on
5.  in; in
6.  in
7.  on; on
8.  at

B
2.  in the tent
3.  on the car
4.  on the door
5.  at the desk
6.  on the desk
7.  at the bus stop
8.  in the car
9.  at the crosswalk
10.   at the door
11.  on their faces
12.  in their bags

C
1.  at the door
2.  on the carpet; on the sofa
3.  at the mall
4.  in the library; on the grass
5.  on the floor; in the yard
6.  in his office

Lesson 81

A
2.  on
3.  at
4.  on
5.  in
6.  at
7.  in
8.  on

B
2.  at the eye doctor’s 
3.  in the car 
4.  on the menu 
5.  in rows 
6.  at Carrie’s house 
7.  on the bus 
8.  in the ocean

C
2.  in the middle of the table
3.  at the bottom of the ladder
4.  on the left side of the door
5.  at the top of the poster

D
2.  at the 15th floor → on the 15th 

floor
3.  In the plane → On the plane
4.  in the party → at the party
5.  in her home → at her home
6.  in a map → on a map
7.  on the world → in the world

Lesson 82

A
1.  at; at
2.  on; at; on
3.  in; On; at
4.  in; in; on
5.  on; at; in
6.  at; in; at; at
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B
2.  in the 19th century
3.  at lunch
4.  (on) March 8
5.  in the future
6.  in the winter
7.  at night

C
2.  in
3.  -
4.  - OR on
5.  at
6.  - OR on
7.  at; in

Lesson 83

A
2.  in the meantime
3.  at the moment
4.  in years
5.  at once
6.  at the latest

B
2.  At the same time
3.  in advance
4.  In the end
5.  At first

C
2.  on time
3.  at the end of 
4.  In the end
5.  on time
6.  in time 

D
2.  in time
3.  at that time
4.  in years
5.  in advance

Lesson 84

A
2.  for
3.  during
4.  for
5.  for
6.  during
7.  during

B
2.  until 9 o’clock 
3.  by dinnertime
4.  until next Saturday
5.  until the beginning of July
6.  by August
7.  by the end of the week

C
2.  won’t be submitted until this 

Friday
3.  doesn’t pay the staff until the 

last day of every month
4.  wasn’t chosen until 5 o’clock
5.  didn’t receive the test results 

until yesterday

D
2.  After
3.  During
4.  within
5.  in
6.  until

Lesson 85

A
2.  in boots 
3.  by taxi
4.  with glasses OR in glasses 
5.  with a tour guide
6.  in capital letters
7.  by phone
8.  in shorts 
9.  in love
10.   with chopsticks

B
2.  for
3.  in
4.  by
5.  with
6.  on

C
2.  with anger
3.  in use
4.  by fax
5.  on (the) air

D
2.  in a hurry
3.  on sale
4.  by check
5.  by e-mail

Lesson 86

A
2.  Because of her headache, Maria 

had to go home early
3.  Because of their bad hearing, 

my grandparents rarely hear 
the phone ring

4.  Thanks to her computer class, 
Betty knows computers better 
than I do

5.  Thanks to their reservation, 
Helen and Ryan didn’t have to 
wait

6.  Thanks to the map, Jim was 
able to find his hotel without 
any problem

B
2.  Instead of
3.  instead
4.  instead of
5.  instead of
6.  Instead

C
2.  In spite of washing my shirt 
3.  in spite of her busy schedule
4.  In spite of the darkness
5.  in spite of being nervous  
6.  In spite of taking vitamins 

D
2.  because of
3.  instead
4.  instead of
5.  Despite

Lesson 87

A
2.  ’re learning about geography
3.  ’s pointing at a sign
4.  ’s paying for the newspaper
5.  ’s thinking about chocolate 

cake
6.  ’re waving at the cameras

B
2.  leads to many health problems
3.  shouted at each other 
4.  apologized for losing
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5.  belong to Monica
6.  forgets about appointments 

C
2.  look at
3.  ask about
4.  ask for
5.  look after
6. look for

D
2.  answer to → answer 
3.  ◦
4.  married with → married 
5.  Look after → Look at 
6.  ◦
7.  replied for → replied to 
8. call to → call

Lesson 88

A
2.  calm down
3.  show up
4.  hold on
5.  work out

B
2.  ’s taking off
3.  ’re cleaning up
4.  ’s running away
5.  ’s turning down

C
2.  run out of 
3.  get along with 
4.  break up with 
5.  got out of 
6.  signed up for

D
2.  Why did you turn the TV on OR 

Why did you turn on the TV
3.  she made it up
4.  You have to try these shoes on 

OR You have to try on these 
shoes

5.  I want to throw it away
6.  You can’t just take them away
7.  Susan pointed out the mistake 

OR pointed the mistake out

Lesson 89

A
2.  close to
3.  related to
4.  terrible at
5.  suitable for
6.  fond of
7.  eager for
8.  curious about

B
2.  shocked at the news
3.  responsible for sales
4.  similar to limes
5.  concerned about Sue’s 

performance
6.  scared of the noise
7.  full of people

C
2.  good for 
3.  familiar with 
4.  good to 
5.  familiar to 

D
2.  excellent at
3.  capable of
4.  kind to
5.  late for

Lesson 90

A
2.  in
3.  of; to
4.  to; to
5.  between
6.  of
7.  in

B
2.  cost of 
3.  key to 
4.  responsibility for 
5.  example of 
6.  difference between 
7.  change in 

C
2.  A good way of thanking people 
3.  Belief in Santa Clous
4.  a desire for wealth
5.  Mary’s reply to your suggestion

6.  the conversation between 
Chuck and Arnold

7.  a request for a vegetarian meal

D
1.   a great need for
2. an answer to
3. The search for;  knowledge of
4.  The demand for; an increase in
5.  The lack of; the reason for

Lesson 91

A
2.  While he brushed his teeth, 

he watched the news. OR He 
brushed his teeth while he 
watched the news

3.  He fell while he was 
snowboarding

4.  While she played the guitar, she 
sang OR She played the guitar 
while she sang

5.  While they were walking in the 
forest, they saw a deer

B
2.  By the time Frank called Julie 

back, she was already asleep
3.  Max applied for jobs until he 

finally got one
4.  Hans kept studying Russian 

until he became fluent  
5.  We were already back in the 

hotel by the time it began to 
rain

6.   By the time our seminar ended, 
everyone was pleased with it

C
1.  ’ll let
2.  won’t order; arrive
3.  hear; ’ll be
4.  Will; feed; am
5.  meet
6.  returns; will; tell

D
2.  ◦
3.  By → By the time 
4.  you are going to be → you are 
5.  during → while 
6.  ◦
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Lesson 92

A
2.  as she was looking through her 

bag
3.  as he crossed the finish line
4.  as she was pouring it
5.  as they introduced themselves

B
2.  as gas becomes more 

expensive
3.  As Melissa drank more water
4.  As the population grows
5.  as we went up the mountain

C
2.  As the sign says, you can’t park 

your car
3.  As I promised, I bought my wife 
4.  As I mentioned on the phone, 

Sandra is giving
5.  As I explained in the e-mail, Mr. 

Jennings has 

D
2.  As this area has a warm climate
3.  As the elevator was broken
4.  As Claire didn’t understand the 

instructions
5.  As our products are high 

quality

Lesson 93

A
2.  so that she won’t gain any 

more weight
3.  so that she can speak it fluently
4.  so that he will get a promotion
5.  so that she can have more 

space for her children
6.  so that he won’t be late for 

school again

B
2.  to make some extra money
3.  for running
4.  so that your hands don’t get 

cold
5.  for drinks 
6.  to send Mom’s birthday card
7.  so that I won’t forget 

C
2.  so loud that I couldn’t 

concentrate
3.  so that he can get 
4.  so bright that I need 
5.  so thin that we couldn’t skate
6.  so that we won’t be 

Lesson 94

A
2.  Although my computer is old, it 

works perfectly
3.  Although I washed my 

sneakers twice, the smell didn’t 
disappear

4.  Although I didn’t put much salt 
on the food, Sam said it was 
too salty

5.  Although Greg is just a 
beginner, he plays golf really 
well

6.  Although my grandparents are 
over 70 years old, they’re still 
very active

B
2.  in spite of the flight’s delayed 

departure
3.  Although Terry practiced his 

speech many times
4.  despite failing the test
5.  even though she isn’t famous
6.  In spite of the fact that I’ve 

been on a diet for a month

C
2.  though
3.  In spite of
4.  although OR though
5.  though
6. in spite of

Lesson 95

A
2.  putting pepper in her soup
3.  Opening the window
4.  Receiving the award
5.  looking at himself in the mirror

B
2.  Needing to borrow a blouse for 

an interview, Shelly asked her 
sister

3.  Noticing the smoke from the 
building, we called 911

4.  Eating his burger, Max dropped 
some ketchup on his pants

5.  Being married to a pilot, I don’t 
see my husband every day

6.  Riding my bicycle around the 
neighborhood, I saw many of 
my friends

C
2.  Not owning my house
3.  Feeling refreshed after our 

vacation
4.  not wanting to argue anymore
5.  Riding on the boat
6.  Being stuck 
7.  Not being old enough

Lesson 96

A
2.  if he doesn’t reply
3.  If Emma gets a scholarship
4.  if there’s nothing interesting on 

TV
5.  if I don’t pay the electricity bill
6.  If we hurry to the theater

B
2.  If I become a doctor, I’ll open a 

children’s hospital
3.  If I move to France, I’ll learn to 

paint
4.  If I learn to paint, I’ll have an 

exhibit
5.  If I graduate college, I’ll work at 

the UN

C
1.  won’t take 
2.  Send; travel 
3.  open; ’ll eat 
4.  lock; leave 
5.  mix; don’t get
6.  don’t order; won’t be 
7.  Take; hurt
8.  pour; sinks

D
2.  Unless Sarah has an important 

appointment, she doesn’t wear 
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makeup
3.  You can’t borrow new DVDs 

unless you return the old ones 
first

4.  Unless Rick calls his mom back, 
she will keep worrying

5.  Unless you are interested, I’m 
not going to ask you again

Lesson 97

A
2.  if you didn’t live near me
3.  if I weren’t (OR wasn’t) so shy
4.  If I drew well 
5.  If he didn’t own a garden
6.  if she had glasses

B
2.  Daniel would read many books; 

he didn’t play so many video 
games

3.  Eric weren’t OR wasn’t on a 
business trip; he would attend 
the wedding

4.  our heater turned on; we 
wouldn’t have to call the 
repairman

5.  Cindy would go dancing 
tonight; she had a partner

C
1. would do
2.  take; won’t be
3.  will; arrive; mail
4.  wouldn’t ask; weren’t OR wasn’t
5.  would have; went
6.  get; ’ll give

D
1. would be
2.  would love; tasted
3.  ’ll go; have
4.  visit
5.  weren’t; would feel

Lesson 98

A
2.  if he hadn’t studied business in 

college
3.  If we had worked hard
4.  If Tom hadn’t scored three 

goals
5.  if I hadn’t had a bad dream
6.  If we had returned the book on 

time

B
2.  If Lucy had practiced enough, 

she would have done well in 
her speech

3.  If Greg hadn’t drunk too much 
wine, he wouldn’t have gotten 
a headache

4.  If Mike and Jenny hadn’t run on 
the icy sidewalk, they wouldn’t 
have fallen

5.  If we had known about Claire’s 
birthday, we would have sent 
her a present

6.  If my computer hadn’t broken, 
I would have completed my 
report

C
1. would have given
2.  had locked; wouldn’t have 

gotten
3.  knew; ’d tell 
4.  hadn’t been; would’ve come
5.  had; I’d buy 
6.  wouldn’t use; were OR was 

D
2.  he had gone to the bank, he 

would have cash
3.  he hadn’t grown up in Spain, 

he couldn’t cook Spanish food 
well

4.  he hadn’t had a big lunch, he 
would feel hungry

5.  he hadn’t forgotten his keys, he 
could get in his car

Lesson 99

A
2.  I wish we had more space
3. I wish I  could ski like him
4.  I wish I were (OR was) stronger
5.  I wish I weren’t (OR wasn’t) 

alone
6.  I wish he weren’t (OR wasn’t) so 

busy

B
2.  visited
3.  had gone
4.  lived
5.  weren’t OR wasn’t
6.  hadn’t read

C
2.  I hope
3.  I wish
4.  I wish
5.  I hope
6.  I wish

D
2.  If only he had been nice to 

Judy
3.  If only I hadn’t left the cookies 

in the oven too long
4.  If only he weren’t (OR wasn’t) 

so scared
5.  If only we had visited her in the 

hospital
6.  If only I didn’t have a 

stomachache

Lesson 100

A
2.  which cost $500
3.  who was born in 1992
4.  who doesn’t like roller coasters
5.  which might not get fixed

B
2.  who don’t want
3.  who plays 
4.  which are 
5.  which goes 
6.  who doesn’t lie
7.  which don’t have 
8.  who understands 

C
2.  have a leather bag that doesn’t 

get dirty easily
3.  is the music album that has 

sold over one million copies
4.  brought Samantha a shirt that 

wasn’t her size
6.  that provides the best view is 

on the top floor
7.  that won the big award has 

only been in two movies
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8.  that are chefs invited us to 
dinner on Friday

Lesson 101

A
2.  that William can cook
3.  that she hasn’t met before
4.  that you might wear 
5.  that we attended today
6.  that I’ve ever seen 

B
2.  A person you can get medicine 

from 
3.  a plant you can make beer with
4.  A place you can wash your 

clothes at 
5.  a tool you can open a wine 

bottle with

C
2.  are photos which were taken 

last week
3.  has two sisters she shares a 

bedroom with
4.  who write to him are traveling 

abroad
5.  is a VIP member of the gym 

he exercises at OR is a VIP 
member of the gym at which 
he exercises

6.  Christina got on was crowded

D
2.  ◦
3.  in I am living → in which I am 

living OR which(OR that) I’m 
living in OR I’m living

4.  makes them → makes 
5.  ◦
6.  with that → with whom
7.  a park had → a park which(OR 

that) had

Lesson 102

A
2.  the teacher; whose school 

trained all of the fighters
3.  the pilot; whose parents 

Malachi killed
4.  the warrior; whose leg was 

injured during battle
5.  the princess; whose planet 

Malachi attacked

B
2.  a garden whose flowers look
3.  a vegetable whose seeds have
4.  a country whose oil industry is 
5.  A company whose employees 

aren’t 
6.  a store whose furniture doesn’t 

cost

C
2.  What attracts me to Jenny 
3.  What you wear 
4.  what she learned
5.  what caused Kevin’s illness
6.  What scares Patrick

D
2.  whose
3.  that
4.  What
5.  what
6.  that
7.  whose
8.  what

Lesson 103

A
2.  My English professor, who 

I won’t ever forget, is very 
intelligent and friendly

3.  Tracey had already decorated 
a room for her twins, who 
weren’t born yet

4.  Everyone enjoyed Annie’s 
chocolate cookies, which she 
baked yesterday

5.  Matt owns that small car, which 
his friends always joke about

6.  Kevin’s parents, who have been 
working as lawyers, will retire 
soon

B
2.  My neighbors painted their 

fence yellow, which made their 
garden look bright

3.  Lisa didn’t eat anything at the 
family dinner, which worried 
her whole family

4.  Kevin showed up late for the 
meeting, which isn’t normal for 
him

5.  The final match was canceled 
due to rain, which wasn’t good 
news for the fans

6.  I took a vacation last week, 
which was very relaxing for me

C
2.  , who
3.  , who
4.  , which
5.  which OR that
6.  , who
7.  , which
8.  , which
9.  who OR that

Lesson 104

A
2.  why Andy didn’t take 
3.  where a lot of accidents 

happen 
4.  why she’s so tired all the time
5.  when my daughter was born 
6.  where I buy my groceries

B
2.  the restaurant where you can 

get the city’s best pizza
3.  the day (when) our summer 

vacation begins
4.  the reason (why) the concert is 

canceled
5.  the beach where swimming is 

not allowed
6.  the time (when) some animals 

start to hunt

C
2.  the day which → the day 

when(OR that)
3.  O                
4.  the stadium → the stadium 

where  
5.  the way how → the way (that) 

OR how
6.  ◦

D
2.  when
3.  who
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4.  which
5.  where
6.  why

Lesson 105

A
2.  He said that he was trying to 

lose weight
3.  He said that his parents hadn’t 

been to Europe
4.  He said that he didn’t like the 

food at that restaurant
5.  He said that his neighbor’s 

dogs barked too much
6.   He said that Cindy and Julie 

weren’t paying their rent

B
2.  She said she couldn’t watch 

scary movies alone
3.  He said he needed to buy a 

new wallet
4.  She said she would call Derek 

later
5.  He said the mall wouldn’t be 

open this month
6.  They said they had lived in 

Toronto for 10 years
7.  He said Monica could sing 

beautifully
8.  She said Max and Sue weren’t 

dating anymore

C
2.  Jane said Robert doesn’t/didn’t 

like jazz music
3.  Dana said she studied English 

literature in college
4.  Bill said he wouldn’t be 

attending Joel’s presentation
5.  Sylvia said her office is/was too 

small
6.  Ted said Roger can/could draw 

portraits well
7.  Mr. Phillips said the clock 

wasn’t broken when he left

Lesson 106

A
2.  He told them they looked like 

twins

3.  She told him he couldn’t smoke 
in the building

4.  They told her they hadn’t 
cleaned the bathroom yet

5.  She told me she was learning 
to cook Thai food

B
2.  said goodbye to his brother 
3.  told Joey he should wait 
4.  said nothing to me 
5.  told Nate that it was snowing 
6.  said that the concert had been 

canceled

C
2.  She told Harry not to turn on 

the radio
3.  She asked Laura to take out the 

garbage
4.  She told Beth to get some rest
5.  She told Christine not to open 

the present yet
6.  She asked Roy not to leave too 

early

D
2.  wanted to know who my 

favorite actor was
3.  asked if I had any hobbies
4.  wanted to know where I was 

from
5.  He wondered if I was interested 

in sports

Lesson 107

A
2.  it is believed that a broken dish 

brings good fortune
3.  it is said that brides wearing 

pearls will have bad marriages
4.  it is thought that whistling 

inside a building will cause you 
to lose money

5.  it is believed that people with 
big ears live longer

B
2.  Dogs are believed to feel 

emotions
3.  Exercise is known to reduce 

stress levels
4.  Carrots are thought to be good 

for eyesight
5.  That house on the hill is said to 

belong to a famous singer
6.  The rose is thought to be the 

flower of love

C
2.  said that he likes
3.  thought to be
4.  believed that Mr. Crow will 

soon decide
5.  expected that he will tell
6.  said to have lived

Lesson 108

A
2.  There haven’t been
3.  there isn’t 
4.  Are there
5.  there weren’t
6.  there has been
7.  there were
8.  Was there

B
2.  There may not be enough 

copies 
3.  Will there be any live music 
4. There used to be cheap clothes
5.  There couldn’t be much snow 
6.  There must be a fire 
7.  There used to be many fish

C
2.  There seem to be some 

problems with the project
3.  There appears to be a concert 

at city hall
4.  There seem to be flowers on 

your dest
5.  There appears to be no mail 

today

D
2.  there were a lot of
3.  there aren’t any
4.  there won’t be any
5.  There was no
6.  There might be
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Lesson 109

A
2.  Neither have we
3.  So does my son
4.  Neither are my kids
5.  So has my husband
6.  Neither did my family
7.  So should I
8.  Neither can I

B
2.  I’m afraid so
3.  I hope not
4.  I believe not OR I don’t believe 

so
5. I guess so
6.   I’m afraid not
7.  I suppose so

C
2.  Neither
3.  not
4.  So
5.  so
6.  so
7.  not

Lesson 110

A
2.  He supposes (that) Jake will 

win the race
3.  They feel (that) the restaurant 

is too crowded
4.  She knows (that) the bookstore 

opens at 9 o’clock
5.  He believes (that) what Jen said 

isn’t true

B
2.  She insisted (that) they invite 

Sam and Liz
3.  She demanded (that) he not 

smoke in her car
4.  He proposed (that) he cook 

dinner tonight
5.  She suggested (that) we not go 

to the exhibit
6.  He advised (that) I not leave my 

bag there

C
2.  I’m disappointed that Lesley 

canceled our date

3.  Pam is glad that the music 
festival isn’t sold out

4.  It’s important that you drink 
enough water

5.  It’s vital that schools teach 
history

6.  It’s essential that people 
exercise regularly

D
2.  not miss
3.  not climb
4.  learn
5.  lower
6.  not wait
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TEST 1

2. I don’t wear socks 
3. Are they in the kitchen
4. Mike and Kim are preparing
5. Do you always eat breakfast
6. It isn’t raining
8. are you learning
9. I don’t go
10. He lives
11. Does she speak
12. I’m not working
14. She’s visiting
15. Jamie and I don’t see
16. we talk
17. I’m listening
18. Do you know
19. His voice sounds
21. c) 22. c)
23. b) 24. a)
25. a) 26. b)
27. c) (doesn’t → isn’t)
28. a) (isn’t tasting → doesn’t taste)
29. c) (plan → planning)
30. a) (Are → Do)
31. d) (has → is having)
32. b) (be → being)

TEST 2

1. She was dancing
2. You weren’t working; was having
3. Did you get; I didn’t check
4. did you turn off; Were you listening
5. I met; Was she shopping
6. Mark didn’t visit; He wanted
8. prepares
9. didn’t use to wear OR never used to wear
10. Does; play
11. don’t drink
12. Did; use to spend
14. did → was doing
15. She’s used to jogging → She used to jog
16. was making → made
17. O
18. was wanting → wanted
19. O
21. d) 22. a)
23. c) 24. d)
25. b) 26. d)

27. c) (traveled → was traveling)
28. d) (wasn’t believing → didn’t believe)
29. c) (walked → were walking)
30. c) (were → did)
31. a) (Did → Were)
32. d) (was buying → bought)

TEST 3

2. I’ve played
3. Did you read
4. It hasn’t rained
5. Mr. Young hurt
6. She hasn’t eaten OR She didn’t eat
8. Jack has worked OR Jack has been working
9. have you stayed
10. I haven’t studied OR I haven’t been studying
11. have you lived OR have you been living
12. I haven’t traveled
14. had arrived
15. met
16. had moved
17. took
18. did; had
19. returned; had left
21. a) 22. d) 
23. d) 24. c)
25. a) 26. b)
27. b) (had → have)
28. a) (haven’t → hadn’t)
29. a)   (didn’t spend → hasn’t been spending OR 

hasn’t spent)
30. d) (have graduated → graduated)
31. c) (been → gone)
32. d) (I ever taste → I’ve ever tasted)

TEST 4

2. After we watch the fashion show
3. I won’t take the children
4. until he loses 10 pounds
5. Will you tell me
6. If the restaurant doesn’t sell red wine
8. I’ll eat
9. I’ll be driving
10. Will you be swimming
11. we won’t know
12. Mr. Perez won’t be teaching
14. I’ll graduate

Check-Up Test Answers
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15. I’ll have studied
16. We’ll get
17. We’ll have dated
18. Eric and I will have left
19. I’ll send
21. b) 22. c) 
23. c) 24. a)
25. b) 26. d)
27. d) (  do you watch → are you watching OR are you 

going to watch)
28. a) (wasn’t → isn’t)
29. b) (be believing → believe)
30. c) (will be → was)
31. b) (going to make → making)
32. c) (have joined → be joining)

TEST 5

2. Do I have to submit my résumé
3. I’ll be able to ride a bike
4. should we meet
5. Has Tony been able to spend much time
6. We’d better not open the windows
8. was able to; was able to pass
9. should; should buy
10. could; couldn’t be
11. must; must turn off
12. have to; doesn’t have to get up
14. might have made
15. Should; ask
16. must not have read
17. shouldn’t forget
18. might get
19. could have started
21. b) 22. a) 
23. c) 24. c)
25. a) 26. d)
27. a) (could → couldn’t OR wasn’t able to)
28. c) (may → should)
29. b) (clean → have cleaned)
30. b) (must → have to)
31. b) (leave → have left)
32. a) (don’t have to → must not)

TEST 6

2. What did you study
3. Do you come
4. When does the bank open
5. Did I call
6. Where do you go
8. Who should we give

9. Which computer is yours
10. What are you going to order
11. Who helped you
12. Which sport does Tom enjoy
14. whose class I should take
15. What kind of dance does she teach
16. if her class will be
17. when must I register
18. Are you open
20. b) 21. d)
22. a)  23. b)
24. a) 25. c)
26. b) (you did stay → did you stay)
27. b) (do you want → wants)
28. c) (does he → did he)
29. c) (Yes → No)
30. a) (To where → Where)
31. a) (How → How often)
32. d) (did he go → he went)

TEST 7

2. ’s married
3. wasn’t asked
4. cleans
5. were built
6. doesn’t arrive
8. Is the package being shipped
9. The meeting had been arranged
10. The renovations won’t be completed
11. Menus were being handed
12. Have all of today’s games been postponed
14. Various classes are offered to
15. The students are taught
16. Some scholarships are given to
17. the school sends
18. The intern isn’t paid
19. Mr. Miller hopes
21. a) 22. b) 
23. a) 24. c)
25. b) 26. c)
27. d) (of → by)
28. c) (didn’t write → wasn’t written)
29. d) (are belonged → belong)
30. a) (be → get)
31. a) (didn’t know → wasn’t known)
32. c) (did → ’m done)

TEST 8

2. it’s difficult for her to get up
3. Did you decide not to study
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4. They’re busy preparing
5. in order not to miss the last train
6. Would you mind not making
8. singing
9. washing OR to be washed 
10. to quit
11. being caught
12. to be chosen
14. invite you to attend
15. recommend taking
16. consider signing
17. decide to join
18. remember to register
19. to learn
21. d) 22. b) 
23. d) 24. c)
25. a) 26. b)
27. b) (hanging → to hang)
28. d) (cut → cutting)
29. b) (paint → painted)
30. d) (not to oversleep → in order not to oversleep)
31. b) (to notice → noticing)
32. b) (to having → to have)

TEST 9

2. A few hairs are
3. The news helps
4. Two pieces of cake cost
5. Wood is
6. Some juice contains
7. pictures
8. furniture
9. an article; flowers
10. a glass; ice
11. team
12. an e-mail; assignments
14. staffs → staff
15. jewelries → jewelry
16. O
17. polices → police
18. was → were
20. b) 21. d)
22. d)  23. a)
24. c) 25. a)
26. b) (baggages → baggage)
27. a) (vocabularies → vocabulary)
28. d) (pant → pants)
29. b) (times → time)
30. b) (surrounding → surroundings)
31. a) (audiences → audience)
32. a) (belonging → belongings)

TEST 10

2. the radio
3. A pharmacist
4. the manager
5. an essay
6. a table
8. watch TV
9. The rooms at that hotel
10. some cereral for breakfast
11. The Smiths were my neighbors
12. attend church
14. a same → the same
15. the engineer → an engineer
16. movies → the movies
17. O
18. the present → a present
20. a) 21. c)
22. d)  23. a)
24. b) 25. c)
26. a) (the → 삭제)
27. c) (nearest bank → the nearest bank)
28. a) (A health → Health)
29. c) (a summer → summer OR the summer)
30. a) (an army → the army)
31. a) (Cello → A cello OR The cello)
32. b) (the bed → bed)

TEST 11

2. ones
3. hers
4. one
5. yourselves
6. him
8. this month’s magazine
9. A classmate of mine
10. The roof of our house
11. Katie’s husband
12. my sister’s necklace
14. look after herself; cared for her
15. paid for school (himself )
16. helped him
17. gave him an award (himself )
18. believe in yourself OR believe in yourselves
20. a) 21. c)
22. b)  23. d)
24. a) 25. b)
26. d) (we → us)
27. d) (them → themselves)
28. a) (A your car → Your car)
29. c) (Bolivia → Bolivia’s)
30. c) (theirs → their)
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31. d) (his black one → his black ones)
32. c) (Mr. Robert → Mr. Robert’s)

TEST 12

2. no room
3. any milk
4. No movies
5. any plans
6. some advice
8.   Either of the parks seems OR Either of the parks 

seem
9. All paper comes
10. half of them are
11. Both (of ) my children go
12. Each of these boxes costs
14. Neither
15. either
16. some
17. any
18. few
20. a) 21. b)
22. d) 23. c)
24. a) 25. a)
26. d) (different something → something different)
27. c) (are → is)
28. b) (didn’t tell → told)
29. a) (some → any)
30. c) (neither → either)
31. d) (none → no)
32. a) (few → little)

TEST 13

2. surprised
3. perfectly
4. outdoor
5. melting
6. suddenly
8. too heavily for us to go
9. such a beautiful garden
10. so deeply that I didn’t want
11. too long for Katie to wear
12. Ellie always talks so politely
14. so → such
15. satisfied → satisfying
16. O
17. suitably → suitable
18. I usually am → I’m usually
20. a) 21. d)
22. c) 23. b)
24. a) 25. c)

26. b) (good → well)
27. b) (signing → signed)
28. c) (free → freely)
29. b) (happily → happy)
30. d) (fastly → fast)
31. a) (time enough → enough time)
32. d) (recent → recently)

TEST 14

2. more smoothly
3. less
4. as soon as
5. the coldest
6. as exciting as
8. one of the smartest animals
9. as many calls as
10. the most amazing experience
11. twice as crowded as the other days
12. The more you practice, the better you’ll sing
14. smaller
15. more expensive
16. much
17. (the) largest
18. heavy
20. b) 21. c)
22. d) 23. a)
24. d) 25. c)
26. b) (very → much OR even OR a lot)
27. a) (as just → just as)
28. c) (the less → the least)
29. d) (in → of )
30. b) (warm and warm → warmer and warmer)
31. b) (than → as)
32. c) (lowest → lower)

TEST 15

2. anything at dinner
3. the baseball game on Friday
4. something on my face
5. her at the hairdresser’s
6. my hometown in years
8. replied to
9. concerned about
10. look after
11. search for
12. excellent at
14. within
15. Thanks to
16. instead
17. by
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18. till
19. by
21. d) 22. c) 
23. d) 24. b)
25. a) 26. a)
27. b) (on → in)
28. b) (on every → every)
29. c) (despite of → despite OR in spite of )
30. a) (for → at)
31. b) (to → 삭제)
32. b) (away them → them away)

TEST 16

2. so that I can sit down
3. Even though Lisa was on a diet
4. until the sun set
5. By the time I buy Christmas presents
6. As Tim was talking on the phone
8. Traveling in Europe
9. not wanting to gain any more weight
10. Being scared
11. watching the animal show
12. Not knowing how to cook curry
14.   Despite → Despite the fact that OR In spite of the 

fact that OR Though OR Although OR Even though
15. By → By the time
16. O
17. busy so that → so busy that
18. when design → when designing
19. will end → ends
21. c) 22. b) 
23. b) 24. d)
25. c) 26. a)
27. b) (while → during)
28. a) (By → By the time)
29. d) (will check → check)
30. a) (dirty so → so dirty)
31. d) (although → though)
32. b) (so that → for)

TEST 17

2. ’ll have; book
3. catches; drinks
4. asks; won’t accept
5. ’ll make; is
6. Don’t go; don’t feel
8. it weren’t (OR wasn’t) snowing; I would go jogging
9.   Brian wouldn’t have forgotten about the meeting; I 

had reminded him
10.   We could send Sam a wedding gift; we knew his 

address
11.   Angela hadn’t broken her leg; she wouldn’t be at 

the hospital
12.   Timothy had studied hard; he could have passed 

the English test
13. wouldn’t have woken
14. hadn’t called; would have missed
15. doesn’t rain; ’ll visit
16. ’ll buy; go
17. had come; would have liked
18. were
20. c) 21. a)
22. b) 23. a)
24. b) 25. d)
26. a) (you’ll → you)
27. b) (isn’t → is)
28. d) (had → had had)
29. b) (visited → had visited)
30. b) (attended → had attended)
31. d) (listens → listened)
32. c) (would → will)

TEST 18

2. a restaurant where we can have
3. the novelist whose stories I like
4. What makes me angry
5. The library from which I borrowed
6. the way I cook
8. what caused the fire
9. who stole your bag
10. , which was very fun
11. , who still live in my hometown
12. that I went to Paris
14. O
15. the river → the river where
16. which name → whose name
17. came → who(OR that) came
18. cooked it → cooked
20. a) 21. b)
22. d) 23. a)
24. b) 25. c)
26. c) (that → which)
27. d) (work → works)
28. c) (who → whom)
29. a) (The thing → 삭제)
30. c) (it → 삭제)
31. a) (The way how → The way (that) OR How)
32. d) (stop → stops)
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TEST 19

2.   Dr. Turner told Nancy (that) she would feel much 
better

3. Richard asked if the bathroom was on the first floor
4.   Jake told Annie (that) he was writing a letter to 

John
5. Helen asked if she could use the computer
6. Jeff said (that) he hadn’t tried bungee jumping
8. She asked Lisa to make some toast for her
9. She told Mike to stop playing video games
10. She asked Sam not to talk loudly
11. She told Janice not to be late for class
12. She asked Kim to lend her some money
14. cows are believed to face
15. it is known that some penguins dance
16. cats are thought to like
17. it is said that eating stones helps
18. it is believed that dolphins don’t sleep
20. a) 21. c)
22. b) 23. d)
24. a) 25. c)
26. a) (said → told)
27. b) (lives → lived OR had lived)
28. a) (He → It)
29. c) (calls → called)
30. b) (to → 삭제)
31. c) (They → They’re)
32. a) (to Jessie → Jessie to)

TEST 20

2. I’m afraid not
3. So can Jake
4. I think not
5. Neither did mine
6. I hope so
8. I don’t think so
9. Are there enough eggs
10. There haven’t been any new employees
11. We were surprised that Aaron asked
12. There wasn’t much traffic
14. not miss
15. talk
16. join
17. read
18. not go
19. are
21. d) 22. c) 
23. c) 24. a)
25. d) 26. b)
27. c) (don’t → not)
28. b) (be should → should be)

29. d) (don’t hope so → hope not)
30. c) (get → got)
31. b) (went → go)
32. c) (was I → have I)


